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ABSTRACT 
 
Both sampling a time-varying signal, and its spectral analysis are activities subjected to theoretically 
compelling, such as Shannon's theorem and the objectively limiting of the frequency’s resolution. Usually, the signals’ 
spectra are processed and interpreted by a scientist who, presumably, has sufficient prior information about the 
monitored signals to conclude on the significant frequencies, for example. On the other hand, processing and 
interpretation of signals’ spectra can be routine tasks that must be automated using suitable software (PC application). 
In the above context, the paper presents the theoretic bases of an intuitive and practical approach of the (automatic) 
detection of the common and non-common frequencies in two or more congruent spectra. 
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1. Introduction 
Our paper is neither about time-varying signal’s sampling and/or his spectral analysis, these specialized 
subjects being fully analyzed in a lot of very good theoretical works as [1] – [10], nor about some possible 
algebraic structures and/or other involved mathematical aspects applicable on a set of congruent spectra. 
We only theoretically develop (and propose) a practical method dedicated to help the experimenter in a 
quickly (and automatically) identification of the common and non-common frequencies existing in two ore 
more congruent discrete spectra. A method which uses, to conclude on the significant frequencies, an intuitive 
discernment criterion based on the magnitudes of the spectral lines, namely: the more important frequency in 
signal has the greater magnitude among the spectral lines. 
 
2. Four definitions 
If ( )ts  is a time-varying signal, then: 
D1. We imagine the signal’s (frequencies) discrete spectrum as a collection (a set) 
( ) ( )( ){ }NiAS ii ,,1,0, L=νν=ν∆  of 1+N  doublets ( )( )νν A, , where ( )νA  is the magnitude of the 
spectral line having as abscissa the frequency ν; particularly, the discrete spectrum of a time-
constant signal ( ) .consttsct =  is ( ) ( )( ){ }0,0 ctct AS =ν∆ ; 
D2. The value .1 constii =ν−ν=ν∆ −  is the discrete spectrum’s resolution, and ν∆⋅=ν ii ; 
D3. We name two discrete spectra ( )11 ν∆S  and ( )22 ν∆S  having the same resolution, i.e. 
ν∆=ν∆=ν∆ 21 , as congruent; 
D4. For two congruent discrete spectra ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  we name the spectral lines having the same 
abscissa, i.e. ( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν 11, SA kk  and ( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν 22, SA kk , as correspondent. 
 
Starting from the above unconventional definition of the discrete spectrum ( )ν∆S  we observe that, if all 
( ) 0≠ν iA , condition usually accomplished in practical measurements, then: 
O1. Noting ( ) ( )ii AA ν=ν− 11 , the set ( ) ( )( ){ }NiAS ii ,,1,0, 11 K=νν=ν∆ −−  is a discrete spectrum 
congruent with ( )ν∆S  and, in accordance with the intuitive discernment criterion based on the 
magnitudes of the spectral lines, the frequencies significant in ( )ν∆S  are insignificant in ( )ν∆−1S  
and vice versa; symbolically we write ( ) ( )ν∆=ν∆− SS 11 . 
O2. If ( )ν∆1S , ( )ν∆2S , ..., ( )ν∆MS  are congruent discrete spectra then, noting 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iiii AAAA ν⋅⋅ν⋅ν=ν ζβαζαβ KL , { }MKK ,2,1,, ∈ζβα , all the possible collections 
( ) ( )( ){ }NiAS ii ,,1,0, KLL =νν=ν∆ ζαβζαβ  are also discrete spectra congruent with ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS , 
..., ( )ν∆ζS ; symbolically we write ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ ζβαζαβ SSSS KL . 
 
3. Two propositions 
Let ( )ts1  and ( )ts2  be two time-varying signals; if ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  are their congruent discrete 
spectra, then the next two propositions are true: 
P1.  The discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ 21 SSS p  contains as emphasized the common frequencies 
correspondent lines, significantly existing in both ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  spectra; certainly, ( )ν∆pS  is 
congruent with ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S . 
Demonstration: accepting the spectral line ( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν pkpk SA,  as a particular case of the general 
situation presented in O2, it is clear that the product value ( ) ( ) ( )kkkp AAA ν⋅ν=ν 21  amplifies, most of all, when 
both values ( )kA ν1  and ( )kA ν2  increase, i.e. when the frequency kν  is significant in both spectra. 
 
P2.  The discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ −121 SSS r  contains as emphasized the non-common 
frequencies correspondent lines, existing significantly in ( )ν∆1S  spectrum, and insignificantly in 
( )ν∆2S  spectrum; certainly, ( )ν∆rS  is congruent with ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S . 
Demonstration: accepting the spectral line ( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν rkrk SA,  as a generalization of the particular 
case presented in O1, it is clear that the ratio value ( ) ( ) ( )kkkr AAA νν=ν 21  amplifies, most of all, when the 
numerator value ( )kA ν1  increases, i.e. the frequency kν  is significant in ( )ν∆1S  spectrum, and when the 
denominator value ( )kA ν2  decreases, i.e. the frequency kν  is insignificant in ( )ν∆2S  spectrum. 
 
4. Generalization for more spectra 
Using the propositions P1 – P2, and the observations O1 – O2, it is easy to demonstrate that: 
P3.  The discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ ζβαζαβ SSSS KL  contains as emphasized the 
common frequencies correspondent lines, significantly existing in all ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS ,... ( )ν∆ζS  
congruent discrete spectra. 
Demonstration: according to proposition P1, the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ βααβ SSS  contains 
as emphasized the common frequencies correspondent lines for ( )ν∆αS  and ( )ν∆βS ; now, the discrete 
spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ γαβαβγ SSS  contains as emphasized the common frequencies correspondent lines for 
( )ν∆αβS  and ( )ν∆γS , i.e. for ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS  and ( )ν∆γS ; and so forth; finally, the discrete spectrum 
( ) =ν∆ζαβKS  ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆ ζαβ SS K  contains as emphasized the common frequencies correspondent lines for 
( )ν∆αβKS  and ( )ν∆ζS , i.e. the common frequencies correspondent lines for ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS , ... ( )ν∆ζS . 
P4.  If ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ ζβαζαβ SSSS KL  and ( ) ( )⋅ν∆=ν∆ azab SS L  ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆ zb SS K  are 
congruent discrete spectra, then the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ −ζαβζαβ 1 zabzab SSS LLLL  
contains as empha-sized the non-common frequencies correspondent lines, existing significantly in 
( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS ,... ( )ν∆ζS  congruent discrete spectra, and insignificantly in ( )ν∆aS , ( )ν∆bS ,... 
( )ν∆zS  congruent discrete spectra. 
Demonstration: according to proposition P2, the discrete spectrum ( )ν∆ζαβ zabS LL  contains as 
emphasized the common frequencies correspondent lines for ( )ν∆ζαβLS  and ( )ν∆−1 zabS L ; but, according to 
observation O1, the significant frequencies in ( )ν∆−1 zabS L  are not significant in ( )ν∆zabS L ; i.e. each emphasized 
frequency of ( )ν∆ζαβ zabS LL  is a non-common frequency for ( )ν∆ζαβLS  and ( )ν∆zabS L , significant in 
( )ν∆ζαβLS , and insignificant in ( )ν∆zabS L ; namely, all emphasized frequencies in ( )ν∆ζαβ zabS LL  are 
significant in all ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS ,... ( )ν∆ζS  congruent discrete spectra, and insignificant in all ( )ν∆aS , 
( )ν∆bS ,... ( )ν∆zS  congruent discrete spectra. 
 
5. Some demonstrative examples 
Let ( )ts1  and ( )ts2  be two time-varying signals, with ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  their discrete spectra as in 
Figures 1 – 2, numerically simulated in Microsoft Office Excel with: sampling time sts 55.2= , sampling 
frequency Hzs 100=ν , number of samples 256=sN , number of drawn spectral lines 128=lN , and spectral 
resolution Hz392157.0=ν∆ : 
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Figure 1. Signal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttts ⋅⋅pi−⋅⋅pi+⋅⋅pi= 172sin132cos112sin1 : 
a) sampling    b) spectrum 
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Figure 2. Signal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttts ⋅⋅pi−⋅⋅pi+⋅⋅pi= 232sin132cos72sin2 : 
a) sampling    b) spectrum 
Applying the proposition P1 we obtain the common frequencies: 
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Figure 3. Common frequencies: 
the products ( ) ( ) 127,,0;21 K=ν⋅ν kAA kk  
Applying the proposition P2 we obtain the non-common frequencies: 
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Figure 4. Non-common frequencies: 
a) the ratios ( ) ( ) 127,,0;21 K=νν kAA kk   b) the ratios ( ) ( ) 127,,0;12 K=νν kAA kk  
 Let ( )ts3 , ( )ts4  and ( )ts5  be another three time-varying signals, with ( )ν∆3S , ( )ν∆4S  and ( )ν∆5S  
their discrete spectra as in Figures 5 – 7 (also numerical simulations in Microsoft Office Excel with: sampling: 
sts 55.2= ; Hzs 100=ν ; 256=sN , and spectrum: 128=lN , Hz392157.0=ν∆ ): 
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Figure 5. Signal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttts ⋅⋅pi−⋅⋅pi+⋅⋅pi= 232sin112cos72sin3 : 
a) sampling    b) spectrum 
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Figure 6. Signal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttts ⋅⋅pi−⋅⋅pi+⋅⋅pi= 232sin172cos72sin4 : 
a) sampling    b) spectrum 
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Figure 7. Signal ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tttts ⋅⋅pi−⋅⋅pi+⋅⋅pi= 232sin172cos102sin5 : 
a) sampling    b) spectrum 
Now it is easy to verify the imagined situations from the next figures: 
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Figure 8. The common frequencies: 
a) emphasized in ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ 321123 SSSS  
b) emphasized in ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ 5445 SSS  
c) emphasized in ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆⋅ν∆⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ 5432112345 SSSSSS  
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Figure 9. The non-common frequencies: 
a) emphasized in ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆ −145123 SS  b) emphasized in ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆ −112345 SS  
The right-side “hill” from the Figure 9.b is the effect of the division between very small numbers such 
as 96 1010 −− , i.e. between spectral lines’ amplitudes smaller than 10-6 obtained in the FFT analysis under the 
Microsoft Office Excel mathematical library, and can be eliminated by a simple stipulation on the arithmetic 
operation, as in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. The non-common frequencies: 
emphasized in ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆ −112345 SS  with conditioned division 
 
6. An experimental application 
 The above presented theoretical aspects were used in the analysis of the noise existing in the 
experimental measured signals of two absolute pressure transducers installed at the ends of a pipe through 
which water circulates, [11] – [12]. More precisely, in repeated experiments, for the two transducers’ analyzed 
signals it was identified as significant common frequency a value pν  very near-by the measured first modal 
frequency 1ν  of the water-filled pipe’s bending vibration (flow induced vibration), namely %111 <νν−ν p . 
 
7. Conclusions 
Starting with unconventional definitions for: 
• spectral line: ( )( )νν A, ; 
• (frequencies) discrete spectrum: ( ) ( )( ){ }1,,1,0, −=νν=ν∆ NiAS ii L , having the resolution 
.1 constii =ν−ν=ν∆ − , and ν∆⋅=ν ii ; 
• congruent discrete spectra: ( )11 ν∆S  and ( )22 ν∆S  if ν∆=ν∆=ν∆ 21 ; 
• correspondent spectral lines of two congruent discrete spectra: ( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν 11, SA kk  and 
( )( ) ( )ν∆∈νν 22, SA kk ; 
• the inverse of a (frequencies) discrete spectrum: ( ) =ν∆−1S  ( )( ){ }1,,1,0, 1 −=νν − NiA ii K  where 
( ) ( )ii AA ν=ν− 11 , 
and considering the intuitive discernment criterion: 
• the more important frequency in signal has the greater magnitude among the spectral lines,  
the paper demonstrated the propositions:  
if ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  are two congruent discrete spectra, then: 
• the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ 21 SSS p  contains as emphasized the common frequencies 
correspondent lines, significantly existing in both ( )ν∆1S  and ( )ν∆2S  discrete spectra; 
• the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ −121 SSS r  contains as emphasized the non-common 
frequencies correspondent lines, existing significantly in ( )ν∆1S  discrete spectrum, and 
insignificantly in ( )ν∆2S  discrete spectrum, 
and, in general: 
• the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ ζβαζαβ SSSS KL  contains as emphasized the common 
frequencies correspondent lines, significantly existing in all congruent discrete spectra ( )ν∆αS , 
( )ν∆βS ,... ( )ν∆ζS ; 
• if ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ ζβαζαβ SSSS KL  and ( ) ( )⋅ν∆=ν∆ azab SS L  ( ) ( )ν∆⋅⋅ν∆ zb SS K  are 
congruent discrete spectra, then the discrete spectrum ( ) ( ) ( )ν∆⋅ν∆=ν∆ −ζαβζαβ 1 zabzab SSS LLLL  
contains as empha-sized the non-common frequencies correspondent lines, existing significantly in 
all ( )ν∆αS , ( )ν∆βS ,... ( )ν∆ζS  discrete spectra, and insignificantly in all ( )ν∆aS , ( )ν∆bS ,... 
( )ν∆zS  discrete spectra, 
statements which allow the development of a practical method dedicated to detection of the common and non-
common frequencies from two or more congruent discrete spectra. 
Mathematically funded and fully illustrated by numerical simulations made using the Microsoft Office 
Excel computational tools, the proposed method can be implemented, at an easy rate, in any automated signals 
monitoring task (i.e.. using a PC applications), with an adequate degree of reliability. 
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